
Date: 5th October 2022

Place: Exhibition Centre Brno 
            Hall P, Conference room P1

SWISS INNOVATION FORUM 

Get inspired!

Interested in advanced manufacturing 

(Industry 4.0) with the highest precision 

that could be vital for the development 

of your business in Europe? 

Want to know why innovation 

is crucial to your organization’s 

long-term success?

Looking for Swiss made solutions, 

which provide a strong label that 

stands for high quality and reliability?

Then, join our Forum to learn how 

Switzerland’s advanced 
& sustainable manufacturing 
industry and its ecosystem can help 

your business excel in the digital world!

Our experts will explain their respective innovation 

promotion systems and instruments by looking at 

questions such as:

• What capabilities does your company need 

in order to be more innovative?

• How do you measure progress on new ideas?

• How do you convene cross-functional teams 

to drive innovation?

Be part of the discussion, register here

You might also see "Can Tech Save The World?" exhibition 
organised by the Swiss Embassy in Prague taking place in the same venue!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe9hLWPv4PNub9RHn1FBCcxDW1OHEJhDDWbBCdYRpUyW5waHw/viewform


9:30 – 9:45 
RegistRation

9:45 –10:05 
Welcoming addRess: 

• Jiří Jirkovský  
 Vice President Hst

• Philippe Guex  
 swiss ambassador in czech Republic 

• Peter Nelson  
 swiss ambassador in slovakia

10:05 –10:20 
Keynote sPeecH: 
What’s fueling Basel area’s  
advanced manufacturing  
ecosystem

Albert Hilber  
manager industrial transformation  
Basel area Business & innovation

10:20 –11:05  
PResentation  
of sWiss comPanies: 

• ABB: scalable flexible manufacturing

   Václav Švub, global solution center 
manager for chassis & digital,  
Robotics & discrete automation

• Basler&Hofmann: lausanne railway 
station – „Built” in Bratislava

   Jan Reifler, msc civil eng. etH,  
mas industrial engineer, Zurich

   Gergely Matus, m. sc. civil  
engineering senior architectural  
design engineer, Bratislava

• Endress+Hauser: endress+Hauser 
approach and contribution to effective 
and sustainable production 

   Peter Rožek, managing director,  
general management

11:05 –11:40  
Panel discussion: 
advanced & sustainable  
manufacturing in switzerland 

Participants:  
Václav Švub, Jan Reifler,  
Gergely Matus, Peter Rožek 

Hugo Allemann, senior VP of market 
division ce, Bystronic czech Republic 

Pavol Adamec, executive director  
KPmg slovakia 

presented by Jiří Jirkovský

11:40 –11:50  
Q&a

11:50 –12:00
closing WoRds: 

Fabrice Filliez  
swiss ambassador in Poland

12:00 –13:00  
netWoRKing luncH

agenda:

1)  specialized talent pool and liberal labor law

2)  strong production clusters with a high level  
 of innovation potential

3)  opportunities of researching and working 
 in switzerland innovation Parks

4)  swiss made, which provides a strong label  
 that stands for high quality and reliability

5)  a stable environment for resilient supply chains. 

 
Read more

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING  
IN SWITZERLAND
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to its traditional watch, MEM (mechanical, electrical and metal) as well as med-
tech industry, Switzerland has developed a highly industrialized precision cluster over 
the years and now holds a leading position in the field of advanced production processes 
(Industry 4.0). Characterized by particularly close cooperation between leading research 
centers and innovative industry, Switzerland offers international companies ideal condi-
tions to optimize their manufacturing processes and to set up high-performance pro-
duction facilities. The great availability of skilled technical staff due to the Swiss vocational 
system and a liberal labor law increase efficiency and productivity further. Switzerland is 
an excellent starting point to manage efficient supply chains for the European market or 
to set up highly automated production facilities. 

Switzerland is particularly well positioned to address new challenges many companies 
face when it comes to predictability. The alpine country has repeatedly proven strong 
and resilient amidst global crises. Here, companies not only profit from a stable and low-
risk environment but also from a brand that has been consistently linked to high quality, 
technological superiority and trust: “made in Switzerland.” 
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Endress+Hauser

industry 4.0 involves networking sys-
tems and machines so that they can 
share data with each other. However, 
97% of field data is currently not used 
at all. endress+Hauser's industry 4.0 
program makes this previously unused 
data available, whether for optimiz-
ing processes, increasing availability  
or driving down costs. We developed it 
during pilot projects in conjunction with 
partners from the process industry. 
#empowerthefield, endress+Hauser’s 
industry 4.0 program, offers intelligent 
process sensors, cloud apps, interfac-
es and connectivity components that 
are all perfectly matched to one another  
in practical packaged solutions.

Basler&Hofmann

Bim pilot project of the railway sta-
tion in laussane - its reconstruction 
is a key element in the programme 
of the swiss federal Railways 
“léman 2030”.

ABB

the flexarc® welding robotic  
cells are being developed and 
manufactured at the aBB Robotics 
centre in ostrava. an important in-
novation in this case is the digital 
layer, which enables seamless data 
collection and processing to opti-
mize the production process and 
maximize production traceability. 
another innovation is the possibility 
of direct cooperation with autono-
mous mobile robots agV (aRm). in 
our case, these are robots from the 
spanish company asti, which has 
recently become part of aBB.

The advantages of Swiss manufacturing industry are recognized as:

https://www.s-ge.com/sites/default/files/publication/free/factsheet-advanced-manufacturing-switzerland-s-ge-en-2022.pdf

